.. The asymptotic-planarity argument that explains the pomeron as a cylinder-shifted f, t-1hen applied to unnatural parity, predicts near t 0 a high-lying small-slope H trajectory, with the corresponding + I = 0, I , C = -meson mass near I GeV. H couplings near t = 0 will be close to pure su3 singlet.
The topological-expansion considerations on the deviation from ideal nonet structure, originally proposed for the leading vector-
tensor traJectorles , was su sequently exten e to t e pseu osca arpseudovector mesons
>. In this note we cons~der the especially ·interesting implications for the odd-signature unnatural-parity trajectories.
The formalism given in Section VII of Ref. In the simple planar approximation the n' and H' trajectories lie on a 3
, but both undergo cylinder shifts, n' moving down and H' up.
It is safest to begin the analysis with the measured n' mass.
This determines the value of t 2 .
• a point (.92 GeV ) at which a n'
where a = .6 and a 3
= .3. From the formula!)
( 1) a n,n' = 2 we may then deduce the cylinder strength at this value of t to be k(m If one attempts to use the measured n mass to determine the cylinder strength at t = m 2 from formula (1) or the inverse formula
o n n one finds a large uncertainty, because the denominator of formula (3) nearly vanishes. Uncritical use of our prescription for in formula (3) leads to a cylinder coupling three times larger in magnitude than at t = (1) and (3) cannot be ignored. We have in the first place neglected higher . .
.. .. 
